Abstract-This paper explores the use of dynamic compilation for continuing execution even if one or more of the memory banks used by an application become temporarily unavailable (but their contents are preserved), that is, the number of memory banks available to the application varies at runtime. We implemented the proposed dynamic compilation approach using a code instrumentation system and performed experiments with 12 embedded benchmark codes. The results collected so far are very encouraging and indicate that, even when all the overheads incurred by dynamic compilation are included, the proposed approach still brings significant benefits over an alternate approach that suspends application execution when there is a reduction in memory bank availability and resumes later when all the banks are up and running.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Dynamic compilation has been identified as an effective means of adapting program execution to runtime conditions, and has been employed by past research for improving performance and reducing power consumption. In the former case, some program characteristics, which are not fully known at compile time, are revealed at runtime and the code is restructured (at runtime) to exploit these characteristics. For example, the values of some of the compile-time unknowns may become known at runtime and a dynamic compiler can restructure the program during execution to take advantage of these values. As another example, after some execution period, we may be able to identify the most frequently-executed functions/methods in the program and recompile them at runtime using a more powerful set of optimizations than the default ones. Most of the existing dynamic compilation platforms [1] , [2] , [9] , [15] , [21] are tuned to improve application performance at runtime. However, sometimes, an external condition (which has nothing to do with program variables or functions/methods) can force the program to be recompiled. An interesting example is from the domain of battery-operated embedded systems. When the remaining battery power during execution goes down below a certain level, it might be necessary (if possible) to recompile the program so that it consumes less power than the initial version. An example of such a dynamic compilation framework oriented to save power is presented [18] . Similarly, Wu et al [20] present a dynamic compilation framework for implementing DVS (dynamic voltage scaling).
As against these prior efforts, this paper presents and evaluates a dynamic compilation framework that is resource availability oriented. While one may think of many potential resource availability related scenarios where dynamic compilation can be useful, the specific scenario considered in this work deals with the case where one or more memory banks in a banked memory system become temporarily unavailable during application execution. When such a situation occurs, the proposed approach tries to continue execution using the remaining banks by restructuring the application code at runtime such that it uses only these operational banks. The amount of code we can continue to execute with the remaining available banks depends on a number of factors, including data dependencies across loop iterations, data-to-bank mapping, and data access pattern exhibited by the application being executed. When the unavailable banks later come back, we perform another dynamic compilation, this time to take advantage of these banks. It needs to be noted that the banks can become unavailable and later come back in any order, and each time a change takes place in bank availability, we consider dynamic compilation (but, whether dynamic compilation is actually invoked or not depends on other factors as well, as will be discussed later in the paper). Our focus is on array intensive embedded applications [4] . The particular scenario we target is one in which the banks do not lose data when they become unavailable. We target execution environments where an application manages the memory space allocated to it (i.e., no virtual memory or operating system support). That is, an application is responsible for managing its own memory space.
The important point to make is that our target scenario places emphasis on continuing execution in the existence of reduced bank (memory) availability. That is, our goal is to determine how far program execution can continue (after code restructuring) when some of the memory banks it normally uses become unavailable. We recognize that this approach is not appropriate for certain embedded systems where resources are controlled by a higher layer of software such as an operating system. However, our target environment here is a resource constrained one, which does not have any operating system or virtual memory support. We also understand that our method may not be the most preferable one for certain cases of embedded computing where one may simply want to stop application execution completely as soon as a bank becomes unavailable or where one may suspend execution until the unavailable banks come back. However, in many other cases, one may want to continue execution and make still some progress (especially when the unavailability lasts a while), even in the case where a number of banks are unavailable, i.e., when the amount of memory space dynamically changes. This is particularly important if we want to bring the system to a safe state gracefully, with as much progress in execution as possible, and the overheads involved in doing so are tolerable. These alternate options are depicted in Figure 1 . Specifically, Figure 1 (a) represents the execution with no memory bank problems (i.e., all banks are available all the time). In other three cases, it is assumed that (at least) one bank becomes unavailable at time T 1 and comes back later at time T 3. Figure 1(b) represents the case where execution is stopped as soon as a bank becomes unavailable. Alternatively, Figure 1 (c) corresponds to the option where execution is suspended until all unavailable banks become available again. And finally, Figure 1 (d) illustrates our approach where the execution continues even if some banks are not available. Notice that, the execution ends at times T 4 and T 5 with our scheme and the suspend-and-resume scheme, respectively, and in general we have T 4 < T 5.
We implemented the proposed dynamic compilation approach using a dynamic compilation framework built upon Dyninst [3] , a dynamic code instrumentation tool, and performed experiments with 12 embedded benchmark codes.
In our experiments, we simulated the behavior of the different execution scenarios where we change the frequency and pattern of bank unavailabilities and the frequency and pattern of their returns to the fully-operational state. The collected experimental results show that the proposed dynamic compilation based approach to runtime memory unavailability generates much better results than an alternate approach that suspends execution until all disabled banks come back, even if we account for all performance overheads brought by our dynamic compiler. Therefore, we believe that this paper is a step towards showing how dynamic compiler technology can be employed to cure some of the resource availability related problems faced by resource-constrained embedded execution platforms.
The next section discusses potential reasons for memory bank unavailability. Section III gives the details of our dynamic compilation framework. Section IV presents the results obtained using our implementation. Section V concludes the paper.
II. REASONS FOR MEMORY BANK UNAVAILABILITY
Bank availability may reduce during the course of execution due to several reasons. First, in a battery-operated embedded environment, one might want to reduce the number of banks when the battery level goes down beyond a threshold. This is because memory system is known to be a major energy consumer [4] , and when available battery power goes down beyond a certain threshold, we may not be able to execute the program to completion by continuing to use all the banks. Instead, a better option in this case would be placing a certain number of banks into the low-power operating mode (where the contents of the bank are not destroyed but its power consumption is reduced significantly) and operate with the remaining banks until the battery power is re-charged to a certain level, at which point we start using a larger number of banks. The unavailability that occurs due to such power related reasons can last quite a long period of time. For example, using the dynamic compilation framework in [18] , we performed experiments where we tried to adapt the execution of an application to dynamically changing battery constraints by turning off the select memory banks it uses. In these experiments, when the available battery power goes below a certain pre-set threshold, we shut down a memory bank 1 to save power. If the battery is not re-charged within some period of time, we shut down one more bank, and so on. When the battery starts to get re-charged, we bring the powered down banks back. We found that, an average unavailability duration for a given bank, can be very large, in some cases up to 28% of the total cycles of an application that completes in nearly 1.9 minutes.
Another reason why the number of memory banks available to an application can be reduced at runtime is due to thermal issues [16] , [10] . Specifically, when the chip temperature reaches a certain level (due to some other hardware components that are placed close by to the memory banks in the chip), it might be necessary to stop using some banks (but retain their data) until the temperature returns to normal. In this case, dynamic compilation can be an alternate option to pure circuitbased techniques. Yet a third reason is resource contentions in multi-process execution environments. For example, a very long DMA (direct memory access) operation can make certain banks unusable for the current application and it may be possible (and beneficial) to continue execution with the remaining banks.
It needs to be made clear that, while the actual reasons why some memory banks can be temporarily unavailable for a given application can change from one scenario/execution environment to another, our approach is quite general, and in fact, our dynamic compilation strategy is orthogonal to the underlying reasons for temporary bank unavailability. We would like to remind the reader that, in our target execution environment, there is no virtual memory or operating system support, and therefore, the application and/or the compiler need to be able to cope with the bank availability related problems when they occur. Note also that, in all three unavailability scenarios mentioned above (i.e., power, temperature, and DMA related), the contents of the unavailable memory banks are retained.
III. DETAILS OF OUR DYNAMIC COMPILER Our goal in this section is to present the technical details of the dynamic compilation framework we developed. Figure 2 gives the high-level view of the proposed system. The Monitoring Module (MM) continuously monitors the memory banks to see whether any of the banks becomes unavailable and is explained in Section III-A. The Dynamic Optimization Module (DOM), detailed in Section III-B, determines the set of transformations that need to be applied to the code to ensure that the resulting code runs with the remaining (available) banks, i.e., it continues execution without using the temporarily unavailable banks. Since our focus is on array-dominated embedded applications, we employ Presburger arithmetic to formulate the problem. The Code Modification Module (CMM) modifies the code based on the transformations determined by DOM, and is described in Section III-C. For code modification purposes, we employ a polyhedral tool, called the Omega Library [6] .
A. Monitoring Module
The job of this module is to monitor the memory system and invoke dynamic compilation when there is a change in bank availability (either an increase or a decrease). In many scenarios, the job of MM is quite straightforward; it simply reads the bank availability information from a register that can only be updated by the runtime system. More specifically, when the runtime system decides to change the number of banks available to an application, it updates the contents of a special register called the Bank Status Register (or BSR for short), and this results in an interrupt and, within the interrupt service routine, we read the bank availability information from the BSR and invoke dynamic compilation. The overhead incurred by MM in this case includes those of going into the interrupt service routine, reading the contents of the BSR, and invoking dynamic compilation if necessary. As will be discussed shortly, in some cases, our approach may decide not to invoke the dynamic compiler even if there is a change in bank availability.
Another important point that needs to be clarified is regarding the detection of the point in execution where a change in bank availability occurs. As mentioned earlier, our focus is on array-dominated embedded applications. These applications are typically constructed using a series of loop nests, each operating on a subset of the arrays dynamically allocated in the application code. When a change in bank availability occurs at runtime, the dynamic compiler needs to know the current loop nest the execution is in and the loop iteration being executed. This is because the execution with the remaining banks should not repeat any computation that has already been performed. To do this, we keep track of the id (actually the address) of the current loop nest being executed in a reserved memory location. That is, each time a new loop nest is entered, we record its address into a reserved location and when the program is interrupted, the dynamic compiler quickly picks up the address from that location. Since the values of the loop iterators are kept in the register file, we learn the specific loop iteration during which the interrupt has occurred from the register file. In addition, we use a mechanism that allows us not to commit the writes to memory within a given loop iteration until that iteration finishes completely. This allows us to roll back and re-execute, when necessary, the iteration during which the bank unavailability is experienced.
B. Dynamic Optimization Module
In this section, we discuss our mathematical framework for code restructuring to adapt the application to work with the reduced number of memory banks. We assume that array indices and loop bounds are affine functions of enclosing loop indices and loop-independent variables. We use Presburger arithmetic to capture and manipulate the loop executions and data accesses. Presburger arithmetic [5] , [14] is the first-order theory of the natural numbers. There exist several tools for manipulating Presburger sets of affine constraints over integer variables. For our purposes, Presburger sets include affine expressions, logical and Boolean operators, and universal and existential quantifiers.
Let I s be the iteration space of loop nest s, that is, the set of all iterations that will be executed by nest s. Similarly, we use D p to denote the set of indices for array p manipulated by the application. Assuming that the application has S loop nests and P arrays, we have 1 ≤ s ≤ S and 1 ≤ p ≤ P . We use R s,p to denote the set of references to array p in loop nest s. Note that each element of r ∈ R s,p is a function that maps an iteration I ∈ I s to the data element indexed by d ∈ D p . As an example, consider an array reference U p [i 1 +1][i 2 −1] (to a n d1 ×n d2 array U p ) that appears within the body of a loop nest (s) with two loops (i 1 is the outer and i 2 is the inner loop), where 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ n i1 and 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ n i2 . In this case, we have
We use I to denote the total set of loop iterations that will be executed by the application; i.e.,
where S is a set that holds the ids of all loop nests in the application. Let f p be a function that maps a given element of array U p to a bank in the memory; that is, f p : D p → B, where B represents the bank space. 2 Selection of a suitable f p is beyond the scope of this paper; it can be made considering constraints such as bank locality or memory parallelism. We assume that f p is known to our dynamic compiler. We further define E p,b as the set of elements of array p mapped to bank b ∈ B. In mathematical terms, we have:
For convenience, we also define E b , the set of all data elements (coming, potentially, from multiple arrays) mapped to bank b, as:
One of the important components of our dynamic compilation framework is its ability to determine the set of loop iterations that access only a given set of banks. This is important since when some of the banks cannot be used, the execution needs to continue with the remaining set of banks. But, in order to do that, we need to identify the set of loop iterations (from the set of iterations that need to be executed to finish program) that access the remaining banks so we can execute them to the extent allowed by data dependencies. We use J b to denote the set of loop iterations that access only the array elements stored in bank b. We can express this set as follows. Let us first define an auxiliary set J b to capture the set of loop iterations that access the elements in bank b:
Note that these iterations can access other banks as well. Now, we can write:
What this set captures is that an iteration I belongs to set J b if and only if it does not access another banks b which is different from b. If desired, we can extend this definition to multiple banks. For example, we can write a set J b1,b2 to represent the set of iterations that access array elements stored only in bank b 1 or bank b 2 :
It is easy to see that one can extend this approach to a larger set of banks as well. Based on our discussion above, suppose now that a memory system has B banks (
) and, at a particular point during execution, L of these banks become temporarily unavailable, where L < B. Without loss of generality, we assume that these unavailable banks are
Therefore, our dynamic compiler should modify the application code such that it continues to operate using only the data stored in banks b L+1 through b B . To achieve such a code transformation, we first need to compute J bL+1,bL+2,···,bB , which can be done as explained above. This set gives us the loop iterations that access only banks b L+1 , b L+2 , · · ·, b B , i.e., the iterations that do not access any of the unavailable banks.
C. Code Modification Module
The job of this module is to generate the code that accesses only the elements in the set of available banks. To do this, we employ the Omega Library, a polyhedral tool that works with the Presburger sets. Omega Library is a set of C++ classes for manipulating integer tuple relations and sets [6] . It has been used in the past for different compilation tasks including dependence analysis, program transformations, generating code from transformations, and detecting redundant synchronization in parallel execution. In this work, we use the Omega Library to generate the loops that enumerate over the elements (iterations) in the Presburger sets such as J bL+1,bL+2,···,bB . Specifically, given a Presburger set J bL+1,bL+2,···,bB , the library's "codegen" utility generates the necessary code (typically loop nests) such that, when executed, iterates over the elements in set J bL+1,bL+2,···,bB . It needs to be noted however that we also need to generate code for the remaining iterations as well, as these iterations need also be executed once the unavailable banks become available again. For convenience we use the notation K bL+1,bL+2,···,bB to capture the set I −J bL+1,bL+2,···,bB . Overall, the new (restructured) code appears as being composed of two sets of program fragments; the first fragment contains the loops that enumerate iterations in J bL+1,bL+2,···,bB , whereas the second one involves the loops that enumerate iterations in K bL+1,bL+2,···,bB . It is important to emphasize here that this newly-generated code may need to be recompiled again if there is another update (in the course of execution) on the bank availability information. Another important issue regarding code generation is handling data dependencies in the application code being restructured.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION, SETUP, AND EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation Details
To implement our approach, we used the Dyninst tool [3] . Dyninst provides an Application Program Interface (API) that permits the insertion of code into a running program. Dyninst API is itself a C++ class library which can be included and directly called from a C++ program. This API is based on the technology developed as part of the Paradyn Parallel Performance Tools project [13] at the University of WisconsinMadison. A key feature of the Dyninst API interface is that it permits insertions and alterations in a running program, unlike other instrumentation tools such as EEL [8] or ATOM [17] which only allow code to be inserted into the binary before it starts to execute. 
B. Setup
The simulation environment we use is built upon SIM-ICS [19] , a system-level simulator. SIMICS can be used for building new virtual systems; high end architectural modeling; modeling of very large systems; and detailed timing models including interfacing to RTL models. The architectural model simulated is given in Table I . In this architecture, the chip contains a CPU, small L1 instruction and data caches, and an on-chip memory space divided into banks. Note that, unlike the case in high performance memory systems, memory banking employed in embedded systems normally does not use memory address interleaving. That is, each bank is assigned a set of consecutive memory addresses. In our experimental setup, we assume that the dynamic compiler is stored in a separate set of banks, which is not targeted by our approach.
To evaluate our approach, we used the benchmark codes listed in Table II . A common characteristic of these benchmarks is that they all are data-intensive applications that perform some sort of image, video, speech or network processing. The second column gives a brief description of each benchmark and the third column lists the source of each benchmark. The next column gives the number of C lines for each benchmark. The last two columns show, respectively, the total dataset size manipulated by the benchmarks and the total number of execution cycles in the ideal scenario where no bank unavailability occurs.
Clearly, our results are effected by the distribution of array elements across the available memory banks. Our default array distribution strategy is quite straightforward. We store the arrays one after another, starting with the first bank (no gap is allowed between two neighboring arrays). This storage tends to minimize the number of banks used. Later, we also discuss the results with two alternate array-to-bank mappings.
C. Results
Our first set of results are given in Figure 3 and show the execution times of Morph2, Viterbi, Rasta, and Lame under the five different unavailability injection patterns (P1 through P5), normalized with respect to the execution time taken by an alternate approach (suspend-and-resume) that stops execution whenever any of the banks becomes unavailable and resumes execution when all the banks are up and running (see Figure 1(c) ). That is, for each benchmark, the execution time under the suspend-and-resume scheme is set to 100%, and all the bars in Figure 3 are with respect to that. Each bar in Figure 3 is divided into two parts. The bottom part captures the time spent in actual execution (doing useful work), whereas the top part corresponds to the time spent within our dynamic compiler (i.e., the time spent in reading the bank availability information, determining the necessary code transformations, and transforming the code to adapt to the new bank availability). It can be seen from these results that our approach reduces the application execution times over the alternate scheme significantly. For example, the average reductions with the fault patterns P1 and P4 are 23.9% and 6.9%, respectively. It can also be observed that the overheads incurred by our dynamic compiler are more pronounced with P4 and P5 (as compared to the other three patterns), mainly because of the larger number of dynamic compilations incurred by these two patterns.
We next perform sensitivity studies with pattern P4. Recall that in P4 we make unavailable and, after some time, make available 4 of the 8 banks three times (each disabling is followed by an enabling). We study in Figure 4 the results when we change the number of times half of the banks become unavailable and later made available again. Each bar in these results represents the average value (taken over all 12 benchmarks) under the corresponding bank unavailability pattern. Note that 3+3 corresponds to the default P4 used so far in our experimental evaluation, meaning that banks b 1 through b 4 become unavailable and later become available three times during execution (at times T /7, 2T /7, 3T /7, 4T /7, 5T /7, 6T /7, for a total application time of T ). We see from these results that, as long as this number (i.e., the number of times a bank is made unavailable and later available again) does not exceed 4, the dynamic compilation based approach brings improvements over the suspend-and-resume based scheme. Since 5+5 exerts too much pressure on memory for such applications with short execution times, we believe that these results are promising. In addition to the results presented above, we also conducted experiments with the unavailability pattern P1 to investigate the impact of the length of the period between the banks becoming unavailable and later available. The results are similar across the different period lengths; however, we have better savings when the period in which the banks are unavailable is longer. If we take a closer look at the overheads incurred by our dynamic compiler, we see
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Viterbi Rasta Lame Fig. 3 . Execution times of Morph2, Viterbi, Rasta, and Lame under five different bank availability patterns. Each bar is normalized with respect to a suspend-and-resume scheme, which stops execution whenever any of the banks are disabled and resumes execution when all the banks are up and running. Fig. 4 . Sensitivity analysis using availability pattern P4.
that, as expected, the dynamic optimization module, which determines the transformations to apply when the dynamic compiler is invoked, takes bulk of the overhead (80.6% on the average).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Dynamic changes in resource availability at runtime is an important problem to address in the embedded computing domain. The main contribution of this paper is to illustrate how a dynamic compiler can be used to adapt program execution at runtime to the modulations in memory bank availability. Focusing on array-dominated embedded applications and execution environments where an application manages the memory space allocated to it (without any operating system or virtual memory support), this paper defends a scheme that allows application execution to continue even if the number of banks available to the application is reduced. At the heart of our approach is a mathematical engine that isolates the set of loop iterations that accesses only a certain number of banks (i.e., available banks). We implemented our scheme on top of a dynamic code instrumentation tool, and performed experiments with 12 embedded benchmark codes. The experimental results collected so far show that the proposed dynamic compilation based approach generates much better results than an alternate approach that suspends execution until all disabled banks come back, even if account for all performance overheads brought by our dynamic compiler. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that uses dynamic compilation to address the memory availability problem at runtime.
